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A NEW BOX FULL
OF GOOD NEWS
The same way you can’t judge a book
by its cover, you shouldn’t judge a monthly
publication by its newsbox. Alas, most people
in the Diamond District are very familiar with
the dirty, scruffy blue newsboxes the Diamond
District Monthly has long been distributed from.
Like most other things on the street, they’ve
been covered with stickers and graffiti. And,
now, like most things on the street, they been
replaced with sparkling new models.
Continued on page 10

SAY HELLO TO THE “PURPOSE-DRIVEN SHOPPER”
Everyone needs a purpose. According to a new study of 19,000
consumers in 28 countries, ages 18 to 73, many are willing to pay for it.
Nearly one-third of the consumers polled said they would stop buying a
brand that is inconsistent with their purpose, such as those associated with
negative social or environmental impacts, or lack sustainability—in other
words, products produced in ways that may damage long term natural
resources to satisfy short term needs. But nearly two thirds also said they
would be willing to pay up to 35% more for brands consistent with their
purpose. What does this crucial insight mean to diamond and
jewelry retailers?
Continued on page 17
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,
Details matter. That is the essential message conveyed in
the Small Business section of this month’s Diamond District
Monthly. The article, centered on “Purpose Driven Shoppers,”
is a valuable primer about the language and the interests of
our new generation of customers.
These interests cannot be dismissed, especially in an
industry based on natural products such as gems and
precious metals, which rely on very aggressive measures
to obtain. The present generations were raised on a diet of
information—most of it accurate, some of it exaggerated—
about the long-term health of our planet. Their view of the
world colors the view of this industry.
The impact of humanity on our environment, and business interests on disadvantaged
people, are legitimate concerns. They matter to many of your customers, more so than in
previous generations, and by extension, must matter to you.
Admittedly, none of the insights detailed above are particularly original. They’ve been well
known and thoroughly explored for decades—by other industries and ours. But retailers often
fall short when it comes to authentically and transparently knowing and explaining their products.
Customers are entitled to ask and justified in going elsewhere if they don’t receive the answers.
The sooner this industry masters how to convey its genuine commitment to protecting the
planet and all the people who live on it, and how this is being done, the better off this industry
will be.
You can be assured that as time goes on, the Diamond District Monthly will continue to beat
this drum. After all, every product we sell has a story, and every story we can tell contains a truth
that would satisfy purpose-driven shoppers. As long as we make that our purpose, the Diamond
District can look forward to a long successful future.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig
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In the News

IN THE NEWS
Idaho Jeweler Declares a Snow Day;
Insurer says ‘No Way’

Clark’s Diamond Jewelers’ promotion
promised refunds based on snowfall
Image courtesy of Tyler Tjomsland The Spokesman-Review

An Idaho jeweler
may be stuck in a
deep pile after its
insurance company
refused to cover half a
million dollars in costs
associated with the
store’s annual winter
refund promotion.

Every year, Clark’s
Diamond Jewelers
in Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho promises a full refund to customers who purchase
jewelry around the holidays, provided that it snows more
than three inches on a set date.
This year’s potential estimated total payout of
approximately $500,000 was riding on the weather
report of Saturday, January 11. Sure enough, late Friday
night on January 10th, a snowstorm slid across the
Inland Northwest sky bringing heavy snowfall into
Saturday morning.
By sunup, the Facebook page of Clark’s owner,
Jane Clark, was covered with pictures of snow-covered
streets and the message: “Awesome news guys!!! Our
local climatologist Cliff Harris is reporting 3.3 inches
of snow since the start of our promo last night.”
But Clark’s insurance company, Spectrum Weather
and Specialty Insurance, which is responsible for
paying out the refunds, wasn’t convinced. According
to Clark, the weather command center the Illinois-based
insurance company used to verify the snow totals disputes
the Saturday, January 11 weather report in Coeur d’Alene
about a full three inches of snow on the ground.
Clark put up a portion of her sales from the holidays
to buy a promotional insurance policy for purchases
during that period. If the insurer’s snowfall determination
holds, Clark says store customers won’t receive the
refunds she insists they had won.

admits to having had trouble finding an insurance
provider for future promotions.
Meanwhile, Jane Clark insists the store is fighting to
pay the promised refunds to customers who bought
jewelry in December. “I’m going to do everything I can,”
she said.
SOURCE: KXLY; INSTORE Magazine

District’s Jewelers Unimpressed by
Signature Ring of Dead Iranian Terrorist

Former Iranian Terror Mastermind Major
General Qassem Soleimani wearing his
signature red ring.

that helped identify his corpse.
Soleimani, who was among several people killed in
the airstrike near Baghdad airport, had been pictured
in life wearing the ring. A graphic photo from the drone
strike scene showed the oversized ring on a bloodied
hand lying on grass.
According to an article in the New York Post,
Soleimani’s signature ring is either a red carnelian stone
or an inexpensive ruby worth maybe a few hundred
dollars, mounted in a silver setting.
Looking at a photo of the ring, Maykel Rieth, a
professional cutter for R Gems Inc on West 48th Street,
agrees. “It looks like it’s a carnelian stone — it’s not a
ruby; it comes from Africa,” he said.
Another jeweler focused on the silver band, which he
cites as proof the ring is cheap. “It looks like silver — and
whoever made a stone like this is not going to put it in
gold because it’s not an expensive piece.”
SOURCE: NY Post

Tiffany’s Diamond Bracelets Slipped
into Salvation Army Kettle

Now, Clark says the store is contesting the report
and an audit is underway to determine the most
accurate total snowfall data. She reiterated that the
store’s climatologist, Cliff Harris, had confirmed more
than three inches of new snow Saturday morning.
Clark’s former owner, Dan Clark, Jane’s father, started
the snow refund promotion in 2005 after hearing of
a similar, wind-related promotion by a jewelry store in
Montana. The promotion was a success, though he
4

An American
drone strike didn’t
leave much of
Iranian Terror
Mastermind Major
General Qassem
Soleimani left to
identify. So, much
has been made about
the gaudy red ring

The iconic Salvation Army holiday
donation kettle

A Salvation
Army ringer in
Annapolis, Maryland
was stunned when a
woman she had never
seen before stopped
in front of her holiday
donation kettle
and dropped two
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In the News
expensive bracelets into the slot.
Pearl Eldridge, the ringer, said the woman then simply
said that she hadn’t worn the bracelets in quite some time,
wished her a “Merry Christmas” and walked away.

Harry Winston Unveils Chinese New
Year Watch Featuring 109 Diamonds

A jeweler determined that one of the bracelets was
created by Tiffany & Co. and worth nearly $6,000. The
Salvation Army sold the bracelet for $1,500 worth of
donation money, the Capital Gazette reported. A ring and
another bracelet made of diamonds and rubies also was
donated by the same woman.
“It shocked us when we found out it was all real,”
Capt. Ryan Vincent, commander of the Salvation Army
in Annapolis, told the Capital Gazette. Proceeds from
selling the first bracelet is enough to purchase six months’
worth of meals for underprivileged children.
SOURCE: Capital Gazette; Patch.com

Tiffany’s: The gift that keeps on
being given
Quarterly SEC filings
for Tiffany & Co.
indicate a 1% - 3% rise
in sales for the 2019
holiday season as
compared to the same
period in 2018.
In a statement
from Tiffany’s,
Alessandro Bogliolo, Chief Executive Officer expressed
optimism about improved global trends compared to
previous quarters in 2019. “During this period, we
continued to see the Chinese Mainland drive our overall
sales growth with a strong double-digit increase, offset
by the persisting declines in the Hong Kong market and,
to a lesser degree, Japan.”
Comps in the Americas region, which includes the
United States, rose 2%–4%, while comps shot up an
impressive 7%-9% in the Asia-Pacific region. Comps
in Europe increased a healthy 4%–6%, while they
plummeted 11%–13% in Japan.

Harry Winston Chinese New Year watch.
(Image courtesy of Harry Winston)

Harry Winston is
paying tribute to the Chinese New Year by introducing a
new, limited edition 3-carat, diamond encrusted watch.
The Chinese New Year Automatic 36mm is part of
Harry Winston’s famous Premier Collection and features
a bright red painted mother-of-pearl dial with the image
of a rat depicted in the style of the ancient paper-cutting
techniques that originated in China.
The 18K rose gold case, dial and buckle feature 94
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing a total of 2.60 carats,
14 marquise-cut diamonds weighing 0.29 carats and one
emerald-cut diamond of 0.02 carats.
A total of 109 diamonds adorn the watch, weighing
almost 3 carats. Only eight watches were created—a nod
to the luckiest number in Chinese numerology. The red
dial color was selected because it also represents luck and
happiness and is believed to ward off evil.
Combined with gold, a symbol of good fortune in China,
and the rat, this watch is certain to be a true good luck
charm for those with the good fortune to own one.
SOURCE: Forbes; en.israelidiamond.co.il

Doubts About Donald’s One-Finger
Discount for Melania’s 15-carat
Diamond Ring
Forget the world’s
problems. The newest,
breathless scandal
swirling around President
Donald Trump is his
claim that he got a deal
for First Lady Melania
Trump’s 15-carat diamond
engagement ring.

“We are happy to see sales growth in the Americas,
a momentum shift in the region,” said Bogliolo. He
attributed the performance dip in Japan to negative
effects of a recent increase in the consumption tax.
Tiffany’s is undergoing a significant worldwide expansion,
which includes opening its first Tiffany’s Blue Box Café on
the Chinese Mainland, a third store Kyoto, Japan, and a
fifth store in New York City in the Hudson Yards. Tiffany’s
recently completed the enlargement of its flagship store
in Shanghai, now the largest Tiffany store in Asia.
SOURCE: Business Wire; Rob Yates for JCK
diamonddistrict.org

The Chinese New
Year began on January
25th—the Year of the
Rat. While Western
society may not typically
consider rats a reason
to celebrate, in Chinese
culture rats are admired
for their intelligence
and resourcefulness.

Melania Trump’s 15-carat diamond
engagement ring.

During a 2005
interview with The

Continued on page 8
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Industry Spotlight

GIA Brings Diamond Origin Reports
to Times Square
GIA (Gemological Institute of America) promoted its famous mission of
consumer protection and its new innovative Diamond Origin Reports to crowds
in New York City’s Times Square throughout the holiday season and will run
until Valentine’s Day.
“Over the coming months, there will be millions of engagement moments
shared around the world. At the center of most will be the story of a diamond,”
said Mark Buntz, GIA’s senior vice president and chief marketing officer. “At GIA,
GIA’s Diamond Origin Report advertisement in
we are proud to give consumers the knowledge to tell that story, and to trust
New York City’s Times Square
in the quality and origin of their diamond. There is no place better than the
heartbeat center of New York City to introduce consumers to GIA’s mission, services and reports.”
Two ads about GIA’s innovative Diamond Origin Report and the 4Cs of Diamond Quality – Color, Clarity, Cut and Carat
Weight – alternate on the 56-by-29-foot wrap-around video billboard at 1500 Broadway on the north-east corner at West
43rd Street. One of the two 15-second spots will run three times each hour from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. until Feb. 15, 2020.
GIA first ran ads on the same video billboard during the 2018 - 2019 holiday season.
The dynamic ad placement fits with GIA’s long-running effort to help consumers learn about the qualities of diamonds,
colored gems and pearls, and how they can ensure their confidence in gems and jewelry by insisting on third-party,
research-based reports from GIA.
Launched in 2019, the GIA Diamond Origin Report uses scientific evaluation to match a polished diamond to its original
rough, providing confirmation of the origin information provided by the diamond mining company. This report includes
information that helps consumers understand the positive social and economic impact that mined diamonds have for the
countries and communities that produce them.
SOURCE: Gemological Institute of America

Tiffany & Co. and Costco Head Back to Court
for Final Round of 7-Year Trademark Battle
An immense 7-year legal battle between industry titans Tiffany’s & Co and
Costco may finally be settled in 2020.
The dispute began in 2013 with a phone call to Tiffany’s from a Costco
customer in Huntington Beach, California asking why the luxury retailer’s
signature diamond rings were being sold in a warehouse store. Tiffany’s had
no answer.
Costco’s Tiffany rings Image courtesy of www.
thefashionlaw.com

After a little investigation, Tiffany’s discovered that Costco was indeed selling
a “Tiffany ring,” that was otherwise sold exclusively in Tiffany’s own stores.

Incredulous and outraged, Tiffany’s filed a lawsuit in a New York federal court
accusing Costco of trademark infringement, counterfeiting, and unfair business practices, among other causes of action,
and sought tens of millions of dollars in damages.
According to the suit, Costco had sold “Tiffany” diamond engagement rings for about $6,000 to thousands of Costco
members led to believe they were buying authentic Tiffany’s & Co. rings.
Costco pushed back by arguing that “Tiffany” is not a legally protected trademark but rather, a generic term short
for a “Tiffany setting,” style, which can be described as any ring featuring a diamond solitaire mounted in six prongs.
Furthermore, in their countersuit, Costco now sought to invalidate Tiffany’s federal registration for their trademark.
The outcome of this fascinating case, which has already seen several verdicts and appeals, is set to be decided in 2020.
The final ruling may have broad implications throughout the diamond and jewelry industry.
To learn more, visit www.thefashionlaw.com/home/tiffany-amp-co-and-costcos-7-year-fight-over-counterfeit-rings-will-beone-to-watch-in-2020.
Continued on page 14
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a glittering
new destination
THE CROWNING JEWEL IN THE SOUTH FLORIDA MARKET,
METRO MALL MIAMI WILL BE THE CHOICE DESTINATION FOR
JEWELRY WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS AND CONSUMERS.
WITH ITS BEAUTIFULLY REIMAGINED ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS,
ELEVATED AMENITIES, AND HIGH VISIBILITY, THIS IS DESTINED TO BE
THE HEART OF THE DOWNTOWN JEWELRY DISTRICT.
DISCOVER MORE AT METROMALLMIAMI.COM

now leasing
Be part of the most brilliant new addition to Downtown Miami’s jewelry district.
Call Isis Pellegrino at 786.534.8550 or email at leasing@metromallmiami.com
diamonddistrict.org

SITE LOCATION: 1 NE 1ST STREET, MIAMI, FL 33132 786.464.9191
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In the News
Continued from page 5
New York Times in an article about vendors who offer
goods for publicity purposes, Trump mentioned the large
discount he got on the $1.5 million ring. The article quoted
Trump saying: “Only a fool would say, ‘No thank you, I want
to pay a million dollars more for a diamond.’”
Now, according to report from the International Business
Times, the chairman of Graff Diamond, Laurence Graff,
claims that Trump did not receive a discount. According to
IBT, in the first ever case of a proprietor complaining about
being paid in full, in cash, another source insists Donald
Trump paid for the full price of the ring “immediately.”
The engagement ring would likely sell for $3 million
today. A few years ago, for their 10th anniversary, Trump
gave his wife another ring with a larger diamond, likely
worth $3.5 million.

at ETH Zurich. “If a piece of it falls onto a hard surface, it
sounds like plastic. But it glimmers like metallic gold and
can be polished and worked into the desired form.”
While Mezzenga and her team see obvious applications
to benefit the out-of-shape customers of jewelry and
watch manufacturers, the material may also offer other
practical uses to serve humanity such as chemical catalysis,
more efficient electronics components, or radiation shielding
for space vehicles.
SOURCE: CNET.com; www.swissinfo.ch

Rolex Rings in the New Year with
Price Hikes on its Most Popular Models

Evidently, the customer is always right, unless that
customer happens to be President Donald Trump.

Wearing a Rolex
just got about 4% to
8% more impressive.

SOURCE: International Business Times; INSTORE Magazine

Swiss Researchers Find the Solution to a
Classic, First World Problem
Tired of lugging
around that solid gold
watch? Thick gold rope
necklaces giving you
backaches?
Problem solved!
Researchers at ETH
Zurich University in
18-carat gold with latex as the base material.
Switzerland have just
(Photograph: ETH Zurich / Peter Rüegg)
unveiled a new type of
18-karat gold that’s made from 75% gold and 25% plastic.
The result is a super-lightweight, malleable material that
weighs just 1/10th to 1/5th as much as the traditional alloy.
Typical 18-karat gold is an alloy of 75% gold and 25%
of one or more other metals, such as copper or silver. This
alloy substitutes 25% plastic instead of metal. This secret
ingredient means scientists can create gold that weighs
five to 10 times less than a traditional nugget. Think more
bling, less burden.
The team at ETH Zurich claims that the new lightweight
alloy has the exact same lustrous qualities of traditional
18-karat gold, making it an attractive alternative for jewelry
manufacturers and designers.

That’s about how
much the storied Geneva
watchmaker hikes its
prices for 2020. Starting
January 1st, 2020, Rolex
(Image courtesy of Rolex)
raised U.S. prices by an
average of 3.4%—the largest increase was for its most popular
stainless-steel sports models.
The last time Rolex increased prices in the U.S. was in 2012.
Speculation about an imminent price increase began to build
around the holidays, following the mid-December average
price increase of 7.4% in the U.K.
“We were long overdue,” says Paul Altieri, founder of Bob’s
Watches, a popular Rolex re-sale site, “The economy’s been
roaring, and supply has dwindled on a lot of their steel sport
models. Walk into an authorized dealer and say you want to
buy a Daytona—they won’t have one. No one has one.”
Altieri says he doesn’t expect the increase to have much of
a far-reaching impact on Rolex’s business because “$400 or
$500 more is not going to deter people.”
SOURCE: robbreport.com; Rob Bates for JCK

Diamond District Epic “Uncut Gems”
Snubbed by the Academy
Adam Sandler’s
stunning depiction
of the out-of-control,
gambling addicted
Diamond District jeweler
Howards Ratner had
many outsiders asking

“Lovers of gold watches and heavy jewelry will be
thrilled,” wrote Peter Rüegg on ETH Zurich’s official
website. “The objects of their desire may someday
become much lighter, but without losing any of their glitter.
Especially with watches, a small amount of weight can
make all the difference.”
“This gold has the material properties of a plastic,” said
Raffaele Mezzenga, Professor of Food and Soft Materials
8

Adam Sandler in Uncut Gems
(Image courtesy of A24)

Continued on page 14
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Blue Nile Unveils Ambitious
Webroom Expansion Plan

(Image courtesy of Blue Nile)

Leading online jeweler Blue Nile plans to open 50–100 brick-and-mortar “webrooms” in the next five years,
said company CEO Sean Kell in an interview with the Puget Sound Business Journal.
Blue Nile describes its Webrooms as physical display rooms that reimagine the retail experience giving
consumers yet another way to shop along with their PC, phone, or tablet. Unlike traditional jewelry stores,
Blue Nile’s Webrooms are highly efficient, low overhead, and small footprint installations, according to
the company.
They give consumers the ability to view the company’s products in person, while still enjoying the
advantages of online prices, pressure-free advice, huge selection, and great quality. All transactions continue
to happen online via in-store tablets and with the help of non-commissioned consultants.
Blue Nile opened its first webroom, at the Roosevelt Field mall in Garden City, N.Y., in 2015. Its website
currently lists locations in Garden City; Salem, N.H.; Portland, Ore.; Tysons, Va.; and Bellevue, Wash. There
are no diamonds sold at these locations; visitors are coached on how to buy diamonds on the Blue Nile site.
The expansion would require doubling the company’s currently workforce from 500 to 1,000.
To learn more about the increasingly common trend of online marketers to open physical stores, please
visit www.jckonline.com/editorial-article/blue-nile-50-to-100-webrooms/
Continued on page 12
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Diamond District
Partnership News

A NEW BOX FULL
OF GOOD NEWS
The same way you can’t judge a book by its cover, you shouldn’t judge a monthly publication by its newsbox.
Alas, most people in the Diamond District are very familiar with the dirty, scruffy blue newsboxes the Diamond
District Monthly has long been distributed from. Like most other things on the street, they’ve been covered with
stickers and graffiti. And, now, like most things on the street, they been replaced with sparkling new models.
Ten, sleek new Diamond District Partnership newsboxes were installed along the length of 47th Street just
last week. These sturdy and attractive models are shorter and have a larger footprint than the older newsboxes,
making these less prone to tip. A spring-loaded hinge keeps their contents better protected from rain and snow
and makes for a far less convenient receptacle for garbage.
Painted the same luminous silver shade of 47th Street’s brand-new lamp posts and existing garbage bins,
the new boxes were designed to further add to the District’s airy new color scheme. Of course, each box is
treated with a special, clear anti-graffiti coating to keep the boxes looking spiffy and new for years to come.
Best off all, consistent with our continued “war against flat surfaces” throughout the Diamond District, each
box is fitted with a “domed” top that slants at a 45-degree angle—making it impossible for even the smallest scrap
of garbage to accumulate. The Diamond District Street Restoration Project keeps moving forward.
We will continue fighting to restore 47th Street to its former glory. Stay tuned because there’s always more
to come.

Diamond District Partnership Sanitation Crew Chief Mr.
Amadou Diallo was among the very first to pose with
our brand new Diamond District Monthly newsboxes.
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After 10 years of service on the rough streets
of New York City, it was time to retire our old
Diamond District Monthly newsboxes.

Lustrous, shiny and new, our brand new newsboxes
tantalize pedestrians to take a free copy of the latest
edition of Diamond District Monthly.
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Diamond District
Partnership News

DIAMOND DISTRICT
PAYPHONES HUNG
UP FOR GOOD

And then there were none. The Diamond District is thrilled to announce that the four sets of payphone
booths blighting West 47th Street for much of the 21st Century—are finally gone.
The payphone phone booths were a nuisance and an eyesore—filthy, covered with graffiti and stickers,
unused and non-functioning for years, these unsightly structures contributed nothing to our street but
pedestrian bottlenecks, blocked sight-lines, provocative and misleading advertisements, debris, and various
other unmentionable issues.
The last set of booths were finally removed in the early morning hours of Thursday, January 23rd.
The Diamond District is on its way to reclaim our legendary corner of the world for the benefit of every
small businesses on West 47th Street and the diamond and jewelry industry overall.

diamonddistrict.org
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Trends
SmallMarket
Business
Support
Continued from page 9

Amazon Takes Another
Shot at Luxury Fashion with
New Luxury Platform Launch

Amazon is planning to launch a luxury fashion platform in the first half of this year, according to a report
from Women’s Wear Daily (WWD).
This is Amazon’s third attempt to break into the luxury fashion market. Similar attempts in 2007 and 2011
ended in failure.
Part of the problem then was Amazon’s brand’s image, which would have had luxury fashion brands placed
in the same retail space as household supplies and low-end apparel. Luxury fashion brands stayed away.
A further deterrent to luxury brands willingness to sell on the platform was Amazon’s poor record of
clamping down on the sale of counterfeit merchandise, such as handbags and clothing.
It remains to be seen whether customers can trust Amazon when it guarantees they’re getting legitimate
luxury brand merchandise. The foundation of the new platform may serve to convey this trust. It’s based on the
concession model familiar in department and specialty stores, where a specific brand is offered for sale within
a dedicated mini boutique located inside an existing store.
Amazon’s new platform will also give brands complete control over the look and feel of their online space.
Amazon will exert no influence or requirements over what products are sold and their pricing. A considerable
added value to participating brands is they will have access to Amazon’s unprecedented logistics network,
including immediate delivery and customer service.
Amazon is creating a $100 million marketing campaign and is constructing a dedicated luxury warehouse in
Arizona. Twelve brands are reported to have already committed to the new luxury platform; each brand will be
launched individually. WWD reports some luxury brands Amazon pitched, notably French conglomerate LVMH,
have reportedly turned it down.
The platform is set to debut in the first half of 2020, initially in the United States followed by an
international rollout.
SOURCE: WWD; www.pymnts.com; Rob Yates for JCK
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Urgent Crime Alert

JEWELERS’ SECURITY ALLIANCE URGENT CRIME ALERT

JEWELERS MUST SECURE
SIDE WALLS AND ROOFS
In recent months, burglars have been going great lengths to
break in and rob jewelry stores. A growing number of incidents
involve burglars entering through a hole cut in the roof.
An Illinois jewelry store owner was shocked to discover this past
January that two visitors to the United States from Lithuania were
caught trying to cut a hole in the roof of his store. Fortunately, the
police were alerted, and the men were arrested before they could
do much more damage. But it was a close call.
In California, also this past January, burglars arrived at 2:00 am
and broke through the wall of an adjacent store in order to cut
through the back of a jewelry store safe located on the other side
of the wall. The burglars, who originally entered the adjacent store
through a hole in the roof, made off with an undisclosed amount
of jewelry. The burglars are still at large.
A Tennessee jewelry store robbed in December also involved
burglars cutting a hole in the roof. They, too, made off with
an undisclosed amount of merchandise. The burglary went
A Georgia jewelry store was cleaned out during another
recent roof-breach robbery

undetected until the next morning.
Another frightening example of this growing phenomenon
occurred this past December in Georgia. In this case, the jewelry
store owner arrived one morning to discover the lights were on
and everything was gone. Overnight, burglars had cut power to the
alarm, dropped through the roof on a rope, broke into the vault and
removed every piece of jewelry on the premises. Police estimate

Two Lithuanian nationals arrested for robbing an Illinois
jewelry store

the burglars spent at least eight hours ransacking the store.

In What Ways Can Store Owners Protect Their Property? The Jewelers’ Security Alliance
Offers the Following Burglary Prevention Recommendations:
1. J
 ewelers should confirm with their alarm company that their alarm system will provide protection from entry
from the roof, side walls and all possible points of entry, in addition to doors and windows.
2. All jewelry premises need adequate line security for their alarm system and need to test their system from time
to time.
3. A
 n empty store adjacent to a jewelry store presents an especially attractive target for burglars to use to enter
from a sidewall.
Continued on page 16
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Industry Spotlight

Continued from page 7

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:

GIA Suspends Diamond Sealing Services
Effective immediately, GIA (Gemological Institute of America) will
suspend diamond sealing services. The Institute is taking this action
after recently encountering a small number of GIA sealing packets
that had been compromised by third parties after the sealing packets
left GIA.
In these instances, GIA determined that the diamonds originally
enclosed in the compromised packets had been replaced with
HPHT (high-pressure, high-temperature) treated natural diamonds.
GIA sealing service example Image courtesy of GIA

The substitute treated diamonds superficially matched the GIA report

information for the original diamonds, including information on the sealing packet data label.
GIA is suspending sealing services in all locations indefinitely, pending an investigation of the source of this fraud.
Anyone with concerns about a GIA-sealed diamond may submit the unopened packet to any GIA laboratory for
verification services. If GIA concludes that the diamond in the sealing packet is the diamond described in the original
report, the Institute will issue a verification letter confirming the diamond matches the original report.
If the diamond does not match the GIA report, the Institute will issue a new report with the correct results. All sealed
diamonds submitted for this free-of-charge verification service will be returned unsealed.
The verification service will be provided free-of-charge for diamonds received in a sealed packet. Laboratory clients
with further questions should contact their GIA client service representative.
SOURCE: Gemological Institute of America

In the News

Continued from page 8
if Sandler’s character was typical of the people on 47th Street.
It also had many asking if the Diamond District was about to take a star turn in the form of a Best Actor Oscar win for
Sandler’s performance in “Uncut Gems.”
The answer is No to both questions: First, Sandler’s manic character is unlike anyone any district denizen can recall.
Second, Sandler got bubkis.
The indie blockbuster film so far earned $43 million in ticket sales and until the announcement, Sandler was widely viewed
as the best shot at an Oscar nomination. Instead, in what many consider one of the biggest shocks and snubs of the 2020
Academy Awards seasons, “Uncut Gems” received no love from the Academy.
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Study Gems at GIA in NYC
Fit your gemological education into your busy schedule with
daytime and evening lab classes.
Diamond Grading
Feb 24-28
Feb 24-Mar 10 (Evening)
Mar 30-Apr 3

Gem Identification
Mar 2-6
Apr 13-17
Apr 27-May 12 (Evening)

Colored Stone Grading
Apr 20-22
May 18-20
Jun 22-24

Pearl Grading
Apr 23
May 21
Jun 25

Scholarships available for those who qualify.

Learn more at NewYork.GIA.edu
A branch of GIA’s
campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New
York State Education
Department.

Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
50 W 47th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T +1 800 366 8519 T +1 212 944 5900
F +1 212 719 9563
E nyadmissions@gia.edu
GIA.edu

GIA® and Gemological Institute of America® are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
ADT200004_DDN_Lab_Ad_v3.indd 1

SHACHRIT
MINYAN
9:00 AM

Monday — Friday

20 West 47th Street, Suite 204
Followed by a sit-down continental breakfast

Please Join Us!
All Are Welcome!
10 Sets of Talit & Tefillin available for use
For more information, please email or call:

info@syuproperties.com
(212) 302-0472

1/20/20 10:29 AM

Urgent
CrimeSupport
Alert
Small
Business
Continued from page 13

4. P
 olice and jewelers must respond to all alarm signals promptly, and examination of only the ground floor doors
and windows is not sufficient. The roof, sidewalls and all possible points of entry must be examined, including
through neighboring premises.
5. M
 ake sure your firms alarm company call list is up to date, with adequate responders even during vacation periods,
holidays and weekends. Jewelry personnel should never enter the jewelry premises alone in response to an alarm
signal but should await to be accompanied by police.
6. D
 o not position a safe on an outside wall or a wall of a neighboring office or store that would allow burglars to
break through a wall and penetrate the safe without even entering the jeweler’s premises.
7. TL-15x6 and TL-30x6 rated safes are not adequate protection from today’s burglars, who can purchase inexpensive
cutting devices from Home Depot or Lowes that can cut into and penetrate these safes.
8.Burglars may remove camera surveillance equipment when leaving the store. It is recommended to have your
surveillance images also sent and stored in the cloud or to a remote location in addition to the images saved
at the store.
9. Don’t leave merchandise out at night in showcases. Leaving inexpensive merchandise in showcases encourages
break-ins. Even if all merchandise will not fit in a safe, try to lock low-end merchandise away and out of sight.
If burglars break through walls and windows, and smash showcases, the damage to the store and possible business
interruption can be more costly than the loss of the low-end merchandise. Furthermore, burglars often take enough
low-end merchandise that is left out overnight to amount to a significant loss.
10. Don’t cover showcases with cloth or other material when the store is closed. It is safer when potential burglars
case your store to see empty, exposed showcases rather than covered showcases.

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!
Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985
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One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

www.mgsreﬁning.com
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SAY HELLO TO THE
“PURPOSE-DRIVEN SHOPPER”
Everyone needs a purpose. According to a new study
of 19,000 consumers in 28 countries, ages 18 to 73, many
are willing to pay for it.
Nearly one-third of the consumers polled said they
would stop buying a brand that is inconsistent with their
purpose. Such as those associated with negative social
or environmental impacts, or lack sustainability—in other
words, products produced in ways that may damage long
term natural resources to satisfy short term needs.
But there’s a silver lining: nearly two thirds of the
consumers polled for the study, of all ages and incomes,
also said they would be willing to pay up to 35% more for
brands consistent with their purpose— such as brands that
are committed to using recycled or eco-friendly goods.
Therein contains a crucial insight for diamond and jewelry
retailers: Higher purpose products leads to higher profits.
Almost six of ten (57%) “purpose-driven shoppers” said they would willingly change their purchasing habits if they
feel it would contribute to reducing negative environmental impact.
Furthermore, 79% of all respondents said it is important for brands to provide guaranteed authenticity, like certifications,
when they’re purchasing goods. Within this group, 71% are willing to pay an added average premium of 37% for
companies offering full transparency and traceability.
“Shoppers today show an increased willingness to pay premiums for products that align with their values,” said
Mark Mathews, VP, research development & industry analysis, NRF. “The study’s findings show that today’s retailers
need to be proactive in evaluating and understanding what drives current and future core buyers while still boosting
margins for their business.”
SOURCE: Dan Berthiaume for Chain Store Age

These Terms are Essential to Know and Use When Appealing to Purpose Driven Shoppers:
Authenticity— brands that are natural, simpler, preferably produced by newer, smaller companies,
not international corporate behemoths.
Eco-friendly—the practice of manufacturing or sourcing products in ways that will not harm the planet such as
using materials that are recycled, organic, or natural.
Purpose Driven— The drive for consumers to have products they feel lead to creating a better world for
future generations.
Social Impact— the degree to which a product or action positively or negatively promotes equity, equality and
opportunity, or impacts minority, marginalized or disenfranchised groups or people.
Sustainability—creating products in ways that protect and preserve natural resources and the environment.
Traceability—in-depth knowledge and accuracy of where products come from, what they contain and how
they were produced.
Transparency—willingness of a seller to know and openly share product information such as, who made it,
what it’s made of, where it’s from, and the values of the company selling it.

diamonddistrict.org
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Crime Report

Racing Heiress
Robbed of Jewelry
Worth $66 Million

Tamara Ecclestone Image courtesy
of Associated Press

Formula-1 Racing
heiress Tamara Ecclestone
discovered that $66 million
worth of jewelry had been
swiped from her palatial
home on London’s
Billionaire’s Row.

Just hours after leaving with her family for Christmas vacation,
three burglars allegedly broke into Ecclestone’s 57-room mansion
in North London and emptied two safes in her bedroom.
The heist began about 11:00 p.m. Friday night when burglars
apparently sneaked through a garden and broke into the home,
according to a report in Britain’s The Sun newspaper.
The thieves also appeared to know exactly where to look —
finding the safes hidden in the separate bedrooms of Ecclestone
and her husband, Jay Rutland.
“Whoever did this was in the house for 50 minutes in total and
had time to smash open the safes that are hidden,” a source told
the paper. “Neither would be easy to find.”

Each face a maximum of up to five years in prison and fines up
to $250,000.
According to federal prosecutors, between January 2016
through February 2019, the defendants manufactured jewelry
in the Philippines with Filipino labor, then imported the pieces
to the United States where it was fraudulently represented as
genuine Native American Indian merchandise made in the
United States by Native Americans.
The sale of products falsely presented as Native American-made
jewelry is a violation of the Indian Arts and Crafts Act, a federal
law prohibiting both the display and sale of any goods in a
manner that suggests they are Native American-produced that
were not actually made by Native Americans.
The criminal charges included conspiring to import jewelry
from the Philippines to the United States without the legally
required markings and various other charges such as mail fraud,
illegal wire transfers, and avoiding federal inspections at a U.S.
port of entry.
SOURCE: INSTORE Magazine

German Prosecutors Deny Claims About
New Leads on Stolen Museum Gems

The burglars even slipped by Ecclestone’s security and the
24-hour guards that patrol the famed street, a short walk from
Kensington Palace. A security guard allegedly confronted the
trio, sending them racing out a window.
The thieves made off with a stash that included scores of
precious rings, earrings and a $105,000 Cartier bangle Ecclestone
received as a wedding present. Also gone were Rolex, Hublot
and Cartier watches, several sets of $67,000 diamond earrings,
stone-encrusted hoops and sparkling bangles, a bevy of expensive
gems, and her two massive engagement rings.
Ecclestone’s father, former Formula 1 chief Bernie Ecclestone,
is convinced the theft was an inside job. “I don’t have all the facts
but given all the security at the house, I’m assuming it was an
inside job,” he told The Sun.
The 35-year-old socialite was known for flaunting her lavish
bling on Instagram. Just hours before the caper, Ecclestone
posted a picture of her family boarding a private jet to Finland.
No arrests have been made.
SOURCE: Jackie Salo for New York Post; The Sun

Three Fraudsters
Face Jail-time for
Native American
Knockoffs
A trio of jewelry store owners
and importers pleaded guilty
before a U.S. Magistrate
Judge in Arizona in January
for their role in a conspiracy to misrepresent cheap trinkets
made in the Philippines as genuine Native-American jewelry.
The three counterfeiters, Laura Marye Wesley, Christian Coxon
and Waleed Sarrar are scheduled to be sentenced in March.
18

image of Dresden Museum jewelry

Early morning
on November 25th,
2019, burglars
entered the Green
Vault in Dresden’s
Royal Palace museum
and stole three sets
of priceless jewelry

and gems from the early 18th century.
In December, Israeli security firm CGI Group announced
that it was hired by the museum to find the stolen jewelry.
Then, in January, CGI Group claimed that a shadowy individual
contacted them through the internet, claiming to have two of
the stolen jewels—the Dresden White Diamond and the breast
star of the Polish Order of the White Eagle—and offered to sell
them back for $10 million in Bitcoin.
Here’s where it gets weird: Dresden public prosecutors
and the city’s police refute CGI’s claim, insisting they have
no evidence to support that the exchange took place.
“The investigating authorities have no indications that
jewelry stolen from the Green Vault was offered for sale,” said
the prosecutors in a statement.
Even more bizarre, Dresden’s prosecutors say the museum
“did not hire the Israeli company CGI to review the security of
the Green Vault, or to conduct any other investigations.”
CGI Group chief executive Zvika Nave shrugs off these
denials claiming that “All information was shared in real time
with Dresden state prosecutors.”
Since the robbery, authorities have been hunting down
innumerable leads, none of which leading to the jewels. Could
these bold claims and bizarre denials be part of some larger,
secret investigative strategy? Stay tuned.
SOURCE: Deutsche Welle (DW.com)
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Crime Report

Bloomingdale’s Burglary Losses
Estimate Tops $83,000
Thieves broke into the
San Francisco Bay Area
Bloomingdale’s and got away
with $83,000 worth of jewelry.
Police say the robbers were in
and out within one minute and
20 seconds.”
According to surveillance
video, masked crooks used
rocks to smash through glass
doors at the Stanford Shopping Center in Palo Alto at around 2:00
AM, then shattered several display cases filled with jewelry and
watches. After scooping the contents into bags, the video shows
two crooks running into a waiting white four-door BMW 3 series
then speeding away.
The same store was burglarized in 2015 when thieves drove
a stolen sport utility vehicle through the glass doors and stole
$125,000 worth of jewelry. Three suspects were later arrested.
SOURCE: www.pressdemocrat.com

More than $20,000 in Jewelry Swiped
from Illinois Costco
Law enforcement
authorities in Mettawa,
Illinois, which is about 40
miles from Chicago, arrested
three suspects on an early
Sunday morning in January
for stealing over $20,000
of jewelry from a Costco
warehouse store.
Joseph D. Page, 24,
Cortez R. Morrow, 37, and
Clarence D. Blanchard, 26 has been charged with theft, criminal
property damage and possession of stolen equipment after they
allegedly broke into Costco and raided the jewelry counter.

Rapper YG Loses $400,000
in Hotel Room Jewelry Rip-off
It’s been a less than happy
New Year so far for rapper
YG who fell victim on New
Year’s Eve to a hotel room
jewelry heist.
YG, whose real name is
Keenon Daequan Ray
Jackson (YG stands for Young
Gangster), claims nearly
YG Image courtesy of 360nobs.com
half-a-million dollars was
taken from his hotel room at The London in West Hollywood.
According to TMZ, YG filed a police report on January 6th
about a robbery he estimates took place between 11:00 PM on
New Year’s Eve and 11:00 AM the next morning. In the report, YG
described noticing that a briefcase containing expensive jewelry,
which had been placed on top of the hotel room safe, seemed
lighter than usual. YG told police that many people were coming
in and out of his hotel room throughout the night of the
alleged robbery.
It isn’t yet clear why, after realizing on January 1st that
$400,000 in jewelry was stolen from his hotel room, YG waited
five days to file a police report. Law enforcement is currently
investigating. No suspects have been identified yet.
SOURCE: TMX; 360nobs.com

Wisconsin Man Steals and
Sells his Family’s Jewels
Dominic Weber of
Sheboygan, Wisconsin is
accused of stealing jewelry
from the home of an elderly
woman. Mr. Weber is 18 years
old. The elderly victim is his
grandmother.

Costco robbery suspects Image
courtesy of Chicago Tribune

According to a statement from police, a local precinct
received an alert about a break-in at approximately 2:00 AM.
Responding police units found shattered plate glass and an
open security door.
While surveilling the perimeter of the Costco, police received
a call that three suspects were seen running east on a nearby
road. According to the statement, upon seeing a truck from
the Illinois Department of Transportation on the highway, the
suspects dropped their bags and hid behind a large road sign.
One of the responding officers spotted them, and together
with a Canine companion, quickly apprehended the suspects.
Police retrieved the abandoned loot bags, which contained
approximately $ 20,000 in stolen jewelry.
SOURCE: Chicago Tribune

According to a criminal
complaint filed in November,
Dominic Weber Image courtesy of WISN
Weber’s grandmother
reported to police that about $38,000 worth of jewelry was
missing from her Sheboygan home. She said she became aware
of the theft when she saw a diamond and sapphire bracelet,
along with several diamond rings and a thick gold necklace
belonging to her on display at a local jewelry store.
Upon investigating, police found records that indicated that
Kisiolek’s Jewelry in Sheboygan bought jewelry from Weber on
three occasions. The victim told police her grandson had been
at her home on repeated occasions and he recently had her
remote garage door opener.
After he was taken into custody, Weber admitted taking
jewelry from his grandmother’s house at least three times and
selling it to Kisiolek’s Jewelry.
SOURCE: WISN-ABC
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